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A global partnership
Vision
A world in which epidemics and pandemics are no longer a threat to
humanity.

Mission
To accelerate the development of vaccines and other biologic
countermeasures against epidemic and pandemic threats so they can
be accessible to all people in need.
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The COVID-19
pandemic
Over 3.3 million lives now lost.

Expected to cost the global economy
USD 28 trillion by 2025.
Destroyed the livelihoods of
hundreds of millions, fractured
societies, and broken the very
essence of ‘normal life’.
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“We are not only
experiencing a period of
catastrophe but this era in
history will also be
remembered for the
incredible advances in
vaccine technology and
medicine more generally.”
CEPI CEO, Richard Hatchett
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Early MERS and Disease X investments
The beta coronavirus causing Middle Eastern
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) was on CEPI’s
list of priority pathogens

Preparing for Disease X by developing rapidresponse platforms was one of CEPI’s top
priorities
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Today - 10 CEPI-supported vaccines
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CEPI’s preliminary COVID-19 vaccine portfolio
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CEPI response to COVID-19

Early MERS and
Disease X
investments

Establishing one of
the largest vaccine
portfolios

Harmonising
assessment of
COVID-19
vaccine data

Tracking SARSCoV-2 variants

Enabling equitable access through COVAX

Advancing broadly
protective
coronavirus vaccines

The solution:
COVAX

COVAX is the only solution which will
deliver fair, equitable and necessary access
to vaccines for every country that
participates.
Together we aim to produce 2
billion doses of vaccine and
distribute them globally and fairly
in 2021.

COVAX works by pooling financial
resources to purchase vaccines at scale,
sharing the risks associated with
developing vaccines and investing up-front
in manufacturing so that vaccines are ready
to be distributed as soon as they are
licensed.
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COVAX – Manufacturing working groups and activities
Working groups

Activities and workshops

DP/DS Scale up and out

• Drug Product strategy and capacity:
– DP facilities identified and strategy described
– CMC: e.g., validation strategy (process)
– manufacturing network established and capacity booked (F&F activities) adjuvant and LNP capacity identified
• Drug Substance strategy and capacity:
– antigen scale-up and scale-out plans
– CMC: e.g., validation strategy (process) and comparability
– manufacturing sites matched and capacity booked
• Manufacturing requirements for emergency use
– regulatory advices
• Addressing regulatory challenges related to DP and DS scale up and out

Supply
Chain/labelling/barcoding

Release assays

• Supply chain strategy
• Labelling strategy, raw materials secured (i.e., vials, stoppers, single use items, media, resins)
– PQ/EUL Labelling/counterfeit countermeasures
• Addressing regulatory challenges related to supply chain
• Potency assay requirements
– approach regulatory agencies for advice
• Procedure to allow timely national batch release – mutual recognition
• Addressing regulatory challenges
1
0
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Manufacturing scaled-up and out at risk to maximize
doses available in 2021
R&D

Target ID, development partner selection,
and pre-clinical

Manufacturing

Processes scaled-up at risk
(before clinical trial results)

Phase I/II

Begin stockpiling DS

Phase II/III

Begin form/fill when
dose is known

Licensure

Emergency Use or
Licensed Use of vaccine

The most productive platforms
scaled-out to multiple
countries/regions (Expression of
Interest for expanding capacity*)
Drug Product capacity and
vial/stoppers procured in advance
of knowing which products will
advance

• Scale-out of Drug Product aimed to distribute manufacturing across multiple countries/regions.
1
1
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Process Deliverables for COVID-19
Ph1/2a (early stage)
High level
definition

Quality

Viability

Process defined and transferred to
manufacturing site
• Process developed & basic consistency
demonstrated
• FF process in place
• Process description and MBR
• Ph1 CTM released
• CQAs & CPPs defined based on risk assessment
• RA & CMC strategy discussed
•
•
•
•

Process scale up approach defined
Estimated # doses/year
TT strategy and protocol
Development cost and COGS estimated

Ph2b/3 (late stage)

Final scale for outbreak use
and licensure

Process fit for purpose, capacity
> 100M doses/year

Process validation

• Process optimized, scaled up, and fixed
(intermediate or final scale)
• Process robustness demonstrated (#CTMs)
• Process characterization
• Updated CQAs & CPPs
• Final MBR
• In process hold times established

• Process validated, or Validation Master Plan
defined for validation after licensure for
outbreak use
• Scale up and comparability between
intermediate and final scale (if applicable)

• Final COGS confirmed within range
suitable for global access
• Final scale-up and scale-out strategy and
sites defined, capacity > 100M doses/year
• DP strategy defined
• regulatory authority(ies) agreement on
the Process and the Analytical Plan?

• Confirmation of capacity and COGS
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Process

Strategic investments to support producing 2 billion
COVID-19 vaccines by end of 2021
Feb’20: DS capacity built
at risk to scale out most
productive platforms

52 DS manufacturers reviewed
20 Groups contacted
1 Reservation agreement signed
with SK Bio (S. Korea)
6 Deals signed between vaccine
manufacturers & developers based
upon CEPI introduction

Feb’20: DP capacity & vials
procured in advance of knowing
which vaccines to progress

89 DP manufacturers reviewed
23 Groups contacted
Each number reflects the quantity of DS and DP manufacturers and their location

7 Companies shortlisted

This does not take into account how many facilities each manufacturer operates

2 Reservation agreements
signed with GC Pharma (S. Korea)
& BioFabri (Spain)
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Tech Transfer workshop – key take aways
Strategy

1. Supply – Focus on raw materials and consumables early (“have a mass balance”). Build in a
plan for “worst case” such as low yields and ensure proper mitigation strategies.
Facilities and
Engineering
Analytical QC Testing

Process
riskmanagement

2. Cultural and language - assign project manager with right language skills and consider
implementing mechanisms to monitor preferences and collaboration between member states
3. Documentation - Have a clear documentation strategy with in the “end in sight”— write each
report with a focus on what needs to go into regulatory submissions to reduce redundancy of
technical writing.

Regulatory

4. Teamwork - Identify decisions and decision-makers upfront and empower them. Think out of
the box — unite, collaborate and cooperate.

Raw materials & supply
chain

5. Leverage prior knowledge (in this case of similar platforms) for risk-based approach to
prioritize experiments on unit ops and parameters that are at high risk or with little
understanding.

Communication

6. Regulatory – Early and frequent regulatory communications and engagement throughout
14
tech transfer facilitates compliant transfer process and final approval

Analytics Deliverables for COVID-19
Ph1/2a (early stage)
High level
definition

Quality

Key Analytical methods
scientifically sound
• TPP and initial specifications defined
• Key analytical methods in place for release
and stability (potency, identity, purity)
• Qualified assays for dose selection
• Ph1 and Tox material shown to be comparable
• IPCs identified
• Analytical and regulatory strategy defined
• Need for adjuvant and related analytical
methods identified

Viability

Final scale for outbreak use
and licensure

Ph2b/3 (late stage)
Key analytical methods
qualified

Key analytical methods validated

• Ph1/2a material shown to be representative
of Ph2b/3 material
• Potency assay qualified at selected dose
• Release and stability methods qualified
(antigen & adjuvant)

•
•
•
•
•

Specifications fully justified
Potency assay validated at selected dose
Release and critical stability assays validated
Other CQA assays qualified
Ph2b/3 material representative of material for
outbreak use
• Correlation in vitro / in vivo potency

• Assay throughput not rate-limiting for Ph2
• Capacity and throughput needs for Ph3
defined
• Identify qualified vendors for supply of all
reagents at scale
• Identify potential preservative need
• regulatory authority(ies) agreement on the
Process and the Analytical Plan

• Ensure compatibility of assays with preservative
and final container material
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Process

Assay- release
https://www.edqm.eu/sites/default/files/medias/fichiers/COVI
D-19/recombinant_viral_vectored_vaccines.pdf

https://www.edqm.eu/en/news/fullocabr-guideline-pandemic-covid-19vaccine-mrna-now-available

1
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OMCL – NCL test and release
https://www.edqm.eu/e
n/ocabr-activitiesrelated-covid-19-vaccines

1
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Current CMC Challenges
• Raw material supply – single use filters, bags etc
• Multiple tech transfers – complex comparability studies
• QC/Assay robustness and validation

• Appropriate stability program to support shelf life through release and
distribution/administration
• QA resources for release of product

• Shipment – import/export of raw materials and vaccine components

1
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COVAX supply chain & manufacturing task force

2020

Status

COVAX original aim is to deliver at least 2 billion doses
of vaccines in 2021, including 1.8 billion doses to lowand middle-income countries.

To date, COVAX has delivered nearly 78m doses of
COVID-19 vaccine to 127 countries since its launch in
February. Designed and implemented in the midst of
an unprecedented global public health crisis, COVAX
has proven it works.

COVAX partners are now urgently calling on countries
to fund the COVAX AMC, share doses, and free up
supply chains.
COVAX will also continue to diversify its portfolio
further and will announce new agreements with
vaccine manufacturers in due course.
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Another pandemic need
never happen
100-day vaccine development timeline
moonshot

Vaccine libraries for whole virus families

CEPI has an important role to play in the postpandemic architecture
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Request for Information: 2021
CEPI Vaccine Manufacturing
Landscape Assessment
CEPI together with BMGF are requesting information
to identify countries/regions in Africa, South East Asia,
Latin America, and Middle East with either:

• Existing vaccine capacity/capability and
requirements to develop these further to improve
epidemic/pandemic preparedness and response
options in future…or…
• Countries or regions with aspirations to establish
&/or improve vaccine capacity/capability that may
currently be absent or limited
Note: Call open 29Mar-31May 2021
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CEPI: New vaccines
for a safer world

